Last 11th ACR Patrol 20th Anniversary Celebration at Point Alpha, 31 March 2011
(Article by S.R Steininger, Photos from B. Konrad & C. Smith)

On another cold, blustery Spring day – not unlike those so many of us older Blackhorse troopers
can personally recall – visitors and distinguished guests again gathered at the former US Border
camp, Observation Point Alpha, near Rasdorf, Germany. It was March 31, 2011, twenty-one
years after the final elements of K Troop, 3rd Squadron, 11th ACR, patrolled and reported along
the former Inter-German Border (IGB). These individuals, both US and German, came together
for the second year in a row to celebrate the final US patrols that occurred so long ago. Last
year at the inaugural event that marked the 20th anniversary of our final border duty, the
message was demonstrating gratitude for the opportunities that allowed Germany to develop
into the peaceful, democratic nation it is today. A true highlight then was commemorating the
former US Constabulary, 14th and 11th ACR troopers who professionally guarded the line
between east and west. This year’s event focused on carrying the historical message and
lessons of a divided Germany, and America’s role in protection and reunification to a new
audience – children, both German and American, who were born after the fall of the Wall and
end of the Cold War.
The senior US representative in attendance at the event was the US Counsel General in
Frankfurt, Mr. Ned Alford. German VIPs included the Deputy President of the Thuringia State
Parliament, Ms. Franka Hitzing; Hessian State Parliament representative Mr. Aloys Lenz; and
several local officials. Steve Steininger represented the Regiment for this event. Media interest
was high with journalists from TV, radio and newspapers present.
The morning started with a Retreat Ceremony. The Junior ROTC Color Guard from
Wiesbaden’s General H.H. Arnold High School was on hand to take down the US flag and
present it to the museum director, Ms. Ute Thofern, who in turn presented it to two German
children to protect. This new flag had been hoisted earlier that day, flying over the OP for the
first time. It was provided by the Blackhorse Association, and replaced the one the Association
provided last year for this same event. That flag had flow continuously for the past year, and
was returned to one of our own for proper destruction.
Several eye-witnesses were on-hand to discuss their experiences and stories with the combined
German-American groups of school children. Mr. Bernhard Fey discussed his failed escape
attempts as a young man – especially the one on Christmas Eve 1975 - and the consequences
that followed. The white birch cross below the OP Alpha tower was erected on his behalf as
West German Border Police at the time reported that he had died in the attempt!
Mrs. Marie Luise Tröbs shared her life as a young girl of ten who, along with her family, was
forcibly and violently resettled in 1961 out of the town of Geisa – the former East German village
immediately below the OP Alpha tower. Inside the tower, Steve described life at the border
camp, the mission and some interesting anecdotes to the students.

After visiting the eye-witnesses at their respective sites, the groups reconvened in the large
conference room to interface with the panel of experts. Their personal experiences from the
period 1989-1990 were of special interest to the students, who asked many questions.
This event will continue to occur every year henceforth in order to ensure that future generations
of Germans do not forget the NATO and US contributions to the lifestyle and freedoms they
currently enjoy. The Association will continue to send a new flag over every March in the future
to be part of future such ceremonies and replace the one that has flown on this hallowed ground
for the previous year.
BLACKHORSE, Forever!
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^ The JROTC Flag Detachment from the Wiesbaden General H.H. Arnold High School salutes
during the playing of “Taps” at the Retreat Ceremony.

^ The JROTC Flag Detachment from the Wiesbaden General H.H. Arnold High School retrieves
the Colors during the Retreat Ceremony.

^ The newly retrieved US flag at OP Alpha is presented to two very young German children to
symbolize the continuing appreciation of the German people, and their commitment to continue
to educate future generations on this crucial period in history. Seen here from left to right are US
Counsel General Alford, Thuringia State Parliament Vice President Franka Hitzing, several
period eye-witnesses, Museum Director Ute Thofern, Diorama Artist Norbert Nenzel, and the
Wiesbaden American High School JROTC Color Guard.

^ Steve Steininger explains the mission and what life at the border camp was like to a mixed
group of German and American school students who were all born after 1990.

^ Frankfurt’s US Counsel General Mr. Ned Alford answers a student’s questions during the
panel-of-experts portion of the day’s events. Also seen here is Mr. Aloys Lenz from the Hessian
State Parliament.

Blackhorse Association Supports Education at the OP Alpha for Future Generations
(Text: S. Steininger; Photo: B. Konrad)

On 31 March 2011, the Blackhorse Association presented the OP Alpha Museum with a 3’x3’
diorama of a typical section of the former Inter-German Border complete with fortifications,
towers, and soldiers and equipment from both sides of the former Iron Curtain. The diorama
was financed with private donations, and overseen by the Blackhorse Association. It will be
used to vividly depict the former border area to students who learn about divided Germany and
the structures it contained.
Shown here are (L-R): OP Alpha Museum Director Ms. Ute Thofern; Diorama Artist Mr. Norbert
Nenzel; and Blackhorse Association representative Steve Steininger)

